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Results of the “Students’ Beauty Through the Lens” Photo 

Contest 

 

On the evening of 15
th

 May, 2011, the Results Ceremony of “Students’ Beauty through the Lens” contest for 

students from universities, colleges and high schools in Danang was held at the Quang Trung campus. 

  

 

Dr. Vo Thanh Hai congratulates Miss Vo Thi My Hanh  

 Attendees included the DTU Management Board, lecturers, staff and more than 500 students. Twenty-three prizes 

with various categories were announced, to the cheers of the audience. Enjoyment was enhanced by imaginative 

visual and musical performances by DTU students. 

A beautiful Ms. Vo Thi My Hanh, a DTU student of the PSU program, won first prize in the women’s’ photo 

competition. A handsome Mr. Do Viet Tran Anh, a student from DTU’s Department of Architecture came first in 

the men’s’ photo competition. Second prizes were awarded to Do Trong Anh Vu, from Tran Phu High School, Do 

Thi Ngoc Chau, from the Danang University of Economics and to Luc Linh Lan of DTU. Other prizes, such as the 

Charming Lady, the Loveable Face, the Impressive Smile and so on were also awarded. 
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  Musician Tran Ai Nghia congratulates Do Trong Anh Vu from the Tran Phu High School 

In the video clip competition, Truong Thanh Nam, with his clip “Dau chan tinh nguyen” was chosen as the “Most 

Meaningful Video Clip”. “Goc khuat” and “Giac mo co that” won prizes for the “Most Impressive Clip”. “Khoang 

lang sau thanh pho” was voted the “Most Favorite Clip”.  

The audience enjoyed songs and dances performed by DTU students. After singing his song “My Love of Danang”, 

Mr. Tran Ai Nghia, a musician and Vice General-Secretary of the Danang Artist's Group, said: “I was very 

impressed because it’s a long time since I last came to DTU and those photos and video clips will be my inspiration 

to compose more songs in the future”. Kiara, a young Italian-Vietnamese girl, sang the song “Hello Vietnam”. Her 

beautiful voice delighted and touched the audience.  

   

 

 Kiara with the song of Hello Vietnam 

As the results of the competition had been kept confidential so the winners were surprised to hear their names 

announced. Ms. Nguyen Luu Diep Anh, Vice- Director of the DTU PR & Marketing Center said: “This contest was 
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for all students in Danang to boost their confidence by submitting their photos or creative video clips. One hundred 

and sixty talented and beautiful contestants made it difficult for the judges to choose the winners. The contest was 

also to popularize the new DTU Facebook with its Forum which will serve as a recreational area for students to 

demonstrate their unique creativity”.  

 

 A souvenir picture at the Ceremony 

The “Students’ Beauty Through the Lens” contest was launched on the DTU Facebook in March and ran until 

10
th

 April, 2011. The viewers had one month to vote for their favorite contestants through SMS or DTU Facebook. 

Nearly two hundred photos and video clips submitted by students from all over Danang during the contest. The total 

budget for the contest came to 12 million VND and it proved to be a great success. 

(Media Center) 

 


